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AMERICAN

JOURNAL OF PHILOLOGY
RECITATIVEANAPESTS AND THE AUTHENTICITY
OF PROMETHEUS BOUND

MarkGriffith'simportantand useful 1977book assembleda wide
rangeof metricaland stylistic data, and concluded from it that PrometheusBoundis likely not to be the work of Aeschylus. While Suzanne
Said has recently criticized the validity of Griffith'sconclusions in the
lexical sphere and a study of sentence structurepublishedin the same
year as Griffith'sbook reached a conclusion opposite to his,2 his analysis of the metricaldata has gone substantiallyunchallenged.Much of
the materialcataloguedand discussed by Griffithrelies heavily on earlier studies, but one of his most originaland strikingchaptersconcerns
Prometheus'use of recitativeanapests;even reviewerswho favor Aeschylean authorshiphave acknowledgedthis chapter to contain one of
the most powerfulargumentsagainst authenticity.3
It is the intent of the present paperto suggest that closer analysis
of the data, distinguishingbetween actors' anapests and choral anapests, yields a different conclusion. For purely numerical counts of
metricalpatterns to be valid as indices of authenticity,the patternsin
question must be phenomenaof more or less unconscious preference.
'M. Griffith, The Authenticity of 'Prometheus Bound' (Cambridge 1977).
2S. Said, Sophiste et tyran ou le probleme du Promethee enchaine (Paris 1985) 32-

36, 65-73; S. Ireland, "Sentence Structurein Aeschylus and the Position of the Prometheus in the CorpusAeschyleum,"Philologus 121(1977)189-210. E. Flintoff, "The
Date of the PrometheusBound,"Mnemosyne39 (1986)84-86, arguesthat Prometheus
Bound influencedEpicharmusand must thereforedate to Aeschylus' time, ratherthan
later,althoughI am not convincedthatwe can pinpointEpicharmus'dates so preciselyas
to determinewhich partof Aeschylus' careerPrometheusbelongsto. M. L. West, "The
PrometheusTrilogy,"JHS 99 (1979)130was certainlyprematurein judgingthe controversy settled once and for all on the basis of Griffith'swork.
3See especiallyC. J. Herington,rev.Griffith(note 1 above),PhQ 58 (1979)117,and
AJP 100(1979)420. Also, cf. reviewsby A. F. Garvie,in JHS 99 (1979)173,M. Davies, in
CR29 (1979)6, andR. P.Winnington-Ingram,
Studiesin Aeschylus(Cambridge1983)176.
AmericanJournalof Philology112(1991)439-460C 1991by The JohnsHopkinsUniversityPress
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If it can be shown, as I believe it can for Aeschylus, that patterns are
sometimes deliberately chosen for contextual reasons, mere counts
come to be of less value unless carefully coordinated with these contextual parameters. I would argue that actors' anapests, particularly in the
work of Aeschylus, tend to exhibit different patterns from those of the
more common choral anapests, whether for the sake of distinctive characterization or as emotional markers. The apparent eccentricity of Prometheus' anapests relative to those in Aeschylus' other plays may
therefore be due to their being mostly actors' anapests.4 On the other
hand, the passages of choral anapests in Prometheus Bound and in the
fragments of Unbound exhibit patterns which conform almost exactly to
Aeschylus' norms for choral anapests. I believe that scrutiny of Prometheus' anapests within this framework not only fails to prove the play's
inauthenticity, but in fact tends to support the case for seeing it as a
genuine work of Aeschylus.
One might object right away that the very fact of Prometheus
Bound featuring more use of actors' anapests than choral anapests is
itself indicative of an un-Aeschylean technique, more in line with late
fifth-century tragedy.5 But it should be noted that Eumenides also features extensive use of actors' anapests, in the divine character of
Athena, as opposed to sparing use of choral anapests. Anapestic dimeters may well have been thought a metrical form of particular dignity,
especially suitable for the entrance and speech of divinities,6 and thus
4In Prometheus Bound, 215 out of 239 metra are actors' anapests. This compares
with 15 out of 199 in Persians, 75 out of 243 in Agamemnon, and none in Suppliants and
Choephoroe (out of 86 and 101 metra respectively). However, at 71 out of 88, Eumenides
has a proportion of actors' anapests approaching that of Prometheus.
5Griffith(note 1 above) 111-15surveys the arguments against Prometheus' anapests
in terms of dramatic structure. However, since the three other plays of Aeschylus using
actors' anapests (Pers., Ag., Eum.) all integrate the anapests into the dramatic structure
somewhat differently from each other, it would be hazardous to think that we know what
Aeschylus was or was not capable of doing in this regard. S. G. Brown, "A Contextual
Analysis of Tragic Meter: The Anapest," in J. H. D'Arms and J. W. Eadie, eds., Ancient
and Modern: Essays in Honor of Gerald F Else (Ann Arbor 1977) 47, 51-59, 66 n. 25, 6769, 75-76, studies Aeschylus' dramatic use of anapests relative to that of Sophocles and
Euripides, and generally finds Prometheus' anapests more in line with Aeschylean usage
than with either of the other two dramatists.
6In addition to Athena in Eumenides, compare Heracles in Sophocles' Philoctetes
(1409-51), Thanatos in Euripides' Alcestis (29-36), or Artemis in Hippolytus (1283-95).
Brown (note 5 above) 48 associates the anapests especially with "a change in levels of
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amply attested in Prometheus, where the actors are all, with the exception of Io, divine. It should further be noted that Prometheus Unbound,
which must, I think, be conjoined with Prometheus Bound in terms of
authenticity,7 does seem to have utilized choral anapests to a much
greater degree, featuring an extended anapestic parodos of the type
quite familiar in Aeschylus, but uncommon in Sophocles and Euripides.8

I. PERIOD LENGTH
The importance of differentiating between actors' anapests and
choral anapests is immediately apparent from consideration of period
length (i.e., the ratio of anapestic metra to clausular paroemiacs): one
of Griffith's chief grounds for doubting that Prometheus' anapests are
Aeschylean is their average period length of 13.9, as opposed to a range
of between 5.0 and 8.7 for the other plays of Aeschylus.9 If anything,
Griffith understates the problem, since the correct figure for Prometheus by my calculation is not 13.9 but 15.9; however, the range for the
other plays of Aeschylus is also higher, by my calculation extending
from 5.0 (Choephoroe) to 9.4 (Persians).'1 What these raw figures conreality within a mimetic event," includingentrancesand invocationsof both gods and
royalty.
7Griffith(note 1 above) 245-52 regardsit as possible that PrometheusUnbound
was a genuinelyAeschyleanplay,with PrometheusBoundbeinga monodramawrittenin
responseto it. Here, I mustagreewith the reservationsof Herington,rev.Griffith(note 1
above),AJP 100(1979)424-25, who notes the numerousstylistic,metrical,structural,and
thematicsimilaritiesbetweenthe two plays. See also Winnington-Ingram
(note 3 above)
177-78who stressesthatPrometheusBoundat manypointslooks forwardto anotherplay
even as clearly as Suppliantsand Agamemnondo. The notion that anotherpoet would
"respond"to an Aeschyleanplayby writinga dramaconsciouslyleadingup to it in plot is
withoutparallel;sequelsworkbettereitheras recastingsof the same events (e.g., Sophocles' or Euripides'Electra)or as plots constructedaroundsubsequentevents(e.g., Euripides' Orestes).
8Threeof the six otherplays of Aeschylushavesuch a parodos(Pers. 1-64; Suppl.
1-39; Ag. 40-103). In the rest of extantGreektragedy,we see it only in Sophocles,Ajax
134-71, and Euripides,Hecuba 98-153.
9See the figuresin Griffith(note 1 above) 71-72.
'0My figuresare 5.0 (Choe.), 6.6 (Suppl.), 8.0 (Eum.), 9.0 (Ag.), 9.4 (Pers.), 15.9
(PV). These figuresdifferfromGriffith'sfor all the plays except Choe. andEum., largely
on groundsof differenttextualreadings(I use Page's OCT text; Griffithuses the older
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ceal is the fact that the ratio is lower for the other plays of Aeschylus
because, with the exception of Eumenides, they consist overwhelmingly
of choral anapests. Paroemiacs are frequently used as a paragraphing
device in long choral passages such as Pers. 1-64, Ag. 40-103, or Suppl.
1-39, and often even in much shorter choral passages such as Pers. 14054, Ag. 355-66, 1331-42, Choe. 306-14, orEum. 307-20. Prometheus, on
the other hand, has no long choral passage and only two fairly short
ones (PV 277-83, 1063-70), neither of which exhibits any particular
need for division. Actors' anapests normally do not use a paroemiac
except at the end of the passage (Eum. 1009 being the sole exception in
Aeschylus)." Hence, it should come as no surprise that the average
period length is higher for Prometheus Bound, in which actors' anapests
predominate.12 Indeed, the average period length specifically for actors' anapests in the other plays of Aeschylus is 12.4 (with the range
being Pers. 15.0, Ag. 12.5, Eum. 11.8); at 16.5, the average period length
of actors' anapests in Prometheus is somewhat higher, but not out of
range.13

OCT of Murray) and different decisions about what to exclude or not exclude as melic
anapests. See n. 15 and Tables 1 and 4 below. Griffith's figure for Prometheus, however, is
wrong even under his own counts of anapests (236 metra-he may be omitting three metra
with uncertain readings, which nevertheless must be counted to determine period length)
and paroemiacs (15). That such an important figure as this should be miscalculated or
misprinted in Griffith's book raises some troubling questions about the reliability of his
statistics in cases where he is not deriving them from the work of other scholars.
1 Eum. 1009 is exceptional because it marks a change in Athena's addressee in 1010
(V6Ei 6' . . .), as she turns away from the Furies to address the citizens of Athens. There
is no way that 1003-9 (addressed to the Furies) and 1010-13 (addressed to the Athenians)
could be part of the same period; this has nothing to do with considerations of period
length. On the other hand, Sophocles (Trach. 1173; OC 1753, 1763) and Euripides (Med.
170, 1089, 1097,1104;Hipp. 1350; Tro. 104, 109;Ion 88, 93, 101)make more extensive use of
paroemiac paragraphing in actors' anapests, even in contexts not involving a change of
address. Prometheus (which does not use paragraphing paroemiacs) is in this respect
Aeschylean and unlike the technique of the other two tragedians.
'2The predominance of actors' anapests also explains the higher average period
lengths evident in the work of Sophocles and Euripides; see the figures in Griffith (note 1
above) 71-72.
13It is certainly credible that we could have a range between 11.8 and 1.6.5 for
actors' anapests in Aeschylus (a total difference of 4.7), given that Sophocles' anapests
exhibit a range between 7.5 in Trachiniae and 15.0 in Philoctetes, both plays featuring
almost exclusively actors' anapests (a total difference of 7.5). In Euripides, the range is
even wider, from 6.2 in Rhesus to 20.0 in Hippolytus, again plays mostly featuring actors'
anapests (a total difference of 13.8).
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II. METRON TYPES
Griffith's other main argument against Prometheus' anapests is the
pattern of anapest-spondee-dactyl combinations in each metron: 4 as
can be seen from Table 1, Prometheus shows a stronger tendency to
favor SA (spondee-anapest), less use of DS (dactyl-spondee), far less
use of AA (anapest-anapest), and far more use of SS (spondee-spondee) than the other plays of Aeschylus. However, Griffith's figures for
Persians were seriously distorted by his decision not to count lines 90930; if these lines are included, as I have done in Table 1, one can see that
the percentages for Prometheus Bound are in fact quite close to those
for Persians, not differing by more than four points in any category.
Since Persians is one of the two other plays of Aeschylus with the
broadest statistical sample (199 anapestic metra), this similarity of proportions makes it difficult to rule out Prometheus as Aeschylean on
these grounds.
Data of this sort can sometimes be deceptive because of the possibility of sampling error-i.e., statistical deviation from the actual norm
due to mere chance; the probability of such deviation grows as the
sample size becomes smaller. In comparing a range of figures for Prometheus Bound with the other surviving plays of Aeschylus, we are
really comparing two samples, each of which may be in some degree
unrepresentative of its author's normative technique. The possibility of
sampling error is thus even greater. There is a fairly simple statistical
operation, known as the "chi-square test," which allows us to estimate
the probability of any statistical difference or set of differences being
due to mere chance.15 This test is defined by the formula
X2

x

=

E
i=l

(f
n (fi-

Fi)2
Fi

where n is the total number of statistical categories examined, multiplied by the number of samples compared, fi the observed number (not
the observed percentage) in each category for each sample, and Fi the
14Griffith
(note 1 above) 68-70.
15For a fullerdiscussionof the chi-square test and its applications,see the standardtextbookof G. W. Snedecorand W.G. Cochran,StatisticalMethods' (Ames 1967)
20-29, 215-19,228-31.
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TABLE 1. Types of Anapestic Metra in Aeschylus (Total)'6

SA

DS

SS

AS

AA

DD

SD

AD

No. of
metra

Pers.
Suppl.
Ag.
Choe.
Eum.

28%
24
21
18
25

30%
29
33
44
33

14%
6
5
8
1

10%
16
11
12
16

17%
20
24
18
18

1%
3
3
0
3

1%
0
1
0
1

0%
1
1
1
2

197
86
243
101
88

Aeschylus

24

33

12

20

2

0.5

1

715

PV

31

26

14

12

1

0

0

239

7.5
16

expected number in each category for each sample (based on whatever
hypothesis is being tested). In analyzing the use of different anapestic
metron types, n= 16 (eight different metron types x two samples, those
for Prometheus and the rest of Aeschylus), fi is the actual count of each
metron type for each of the two samples, and Fi the expected count on
the hypothesis that the figures from the two samples should be the same
(calculated here by adding the actual counts for each metron type in
both samples, divided by the total number of metra in both samples
[here, 965], then multiplied by the total number of metra in each sample). The calculated value of X2can then be located on a standard statistical chart, relative to the number of degrees of freedom (i.e., the number of independent variables in the equation), which will tell one what
the probability is of a given set of statistical differences being due to
chance.
'6There are some differences between my figures and those given in Griffith's
Table 2 (note 1 above) 69. As noted in n. 10 above, these differences may be due to textual
readings (Griffith, for instance, follows Murray in accepting Weil's conjecture in Suppl. 10
and thus reading the line as a paroemiac rather than as an anapestic dimeter with a lacuna)
or to different definitions of melic anapests. I exclude as melic only those anapests which
are actually combined in a continuous passage with other non-anapestic meters, whereas
Griffith's criteria seem more subjective (see his remarks on pp. 68-69). In contrast to
Griffith, I therefore exclude Ag. 1455-57, 1489-93, 1513-17, 1537-47, all part of choral
ephymnia and clearly set apart from Clytemnestra's genuinely recitative anapests. But I
include Pers. 908-30 (which Griffith excludes for the purpose of counting metron types,
but curiously decides to include for the purpose of counting paroemiacs); for further
justification of my view here, see n. 23 below. At least in the case of Persians, the
inclusion of these lines makes a substantial difference in the total statistical result.
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It is unfortunate that Griffith makes no use of the chi-square test
or any other index of statistical accuracy, since his study is based on
statistical evidence. Nevertheless, application of this test to the anapestic metron types of Prometheus relative to the other plays of Aeschylus
confirms Griffith's conclusion of significant difference: x2 = 33.54, with
seven degrees of freedom, which yields an infinitesimal probability (less
than 0.1%) that the anapestic ratios of Prometheus were merely due to
random variance. However, it is also significant to note that the chisquare test yields comparable results when applied to Persians: X2 =
23.15, with seven degrees of freedom, which is somewhat lower than the
figure for Prometheus, but still indicates only an infinitesimal probability of the difference being due to random variation. Since the authenticity of Persians is not in doubt, something else must be operative in
determining an author's ratio of anapestic metron types within each
play
I believe that Aeschylus' selection of anapestic patterns can be
shown to be consciously related to context in many cases, especially
(although not exclusively) in actors' anapests, and that such considerations may explain why we find somewhat higher percentages for SA and
SS in Prometheus, along with somewhat lower percentages for DS and
AA. Indeed, none of the three sequences of actors' anapests in the
certainly authentic work of Aeschylus conforms to the statistical
norms. A chosen pattern may be repeated or avoided to give a passage a
distinctive metrical signature or tone characteristic of the personage
who delivers the anapests. The most extended system of actors' anapests in Aeschylus is that of Athena in Eumenides (Eum. 927-1013), in
the scene reconciling the Furies and establishing them as new divinities
on Athenian soil. Out of 71 anapestic metra here, only one takes the
form SS,17 as opposed to a range between 5% and 14% for the other

'7It may be significantthat this one SS-metron comes at the beginningof 1010,
immediatelyafterthe unusualparagraphing
paroemiacin 1009(on which, see n. 11above);
it is also the only anapesticdimeterin the play with wordoverlapbetweenthe metra.The
intendedeffect may be to set off Athena's speech to the mortalAtheniansas sharply
differentfrom her speech to the Furies-heavier, more imperious.Lines 1010-13are in
fact the finalanapesticlines deliveredby Athena, inauguratingthe torchlightprocession
whichconcludesthe trilogy.The completeavoidanceof SS untilthis emphaticpointmust
have been consciously intended.
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plays of Aeschylus.18 This deliberateavoidanceof the all spondaicmetron may be designed to give Athena's speech a lighter and quicker
character,dominatedby anapests and dactyls, but without the slow,
ponderousweightiness of SS metra;this lighter tone is altogetherappropriateto the context, which is one of reconciliation,celebration,and
relief from the tragic conflicts of the precedingtrilogy.
We find the very opposite happeningat the end of Persians. In
many ways, the plot and imageryof this play build up to the climactic
entrance of the defeated Xerxes, whose first speech (Pers. 908-17) is
deliveredin anapests. The openingwords b6orYqvosg
ycdtake the form
of the metronSA, which is then repeatedthroughoutXerxes' lamentas
a sort of rhythmicecho: indeed, 6 of the 15 metrain this short speech
take the form SA, includinga consecutive run of three such metra in
lines 911-12.19SA is not the most favored metron form in Aeschylus
(DS is), but its repetition here may be intended to lend weight and
gravity to Xerxes' lament:by beginningthe metron (and here, usually
beginningthe dimeter) with a spondee, it slows the tempo and adds
solemnity.This effect is carried even further by the anapests of the
chorusin response to Xerxes (lines 918-30), where the dominantmetrical form becomes SS (9 metraout of 21).20Normallythe least frequent
of the five principalcombinations(see Table 1), SS here stands as the
most frequent,21lendingthe chorus' lamentan even graverand heavier
tone, particularlyapparentin the three all-spondaic dimeters(SSSS).22
The sorrow and grief of the chorus for the Persiandisaster,which re-

18WithXc= 4.85 (one degreeof freedom),the ratioof SS metrain Eumenideshas a
randomprobabilityof only about3%.It thereforeseems unlikelythat the low frequency
of SS in the play occurs by chance, particularlyconsideringthe emphatictransitional
position of the one SS metron.
in five of eight cases in this passage, SA is in the emphaticopening
19Moreover,
positionin the line. Wehavea totaldistributionof 40%SA, 20%DS, 7%SS, 20%AS, 7%
AA in this passage.
20Inaddition,we shouldnote thatthe paroemiacin line 921andthe proceleusmatic
in 930 both begin with SS.
21 The total distribution
for lines 918-30 is SA 10%,DS 24%,SS 43%,AS 14%,AA
10%.The randomprobabilityof such a high SS proportionin a passage of this lengthis
less than0.5%(X = 13.17,one degreeof freedom),andthushighlysignificantin statistical
terms.
22Theseareextremelyrare,occurringtwice in PrometheusBound(PV93, whichis
Prometheus'firstanapesticline and indeedthe firstin the play,and PV 1076,spokenby
Hermesin a run of four consecutive SS metra),but nowhereelse in Aeschylus.
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ceives its final confirmation with Xerxes' appearance onstage, is effectively and resonantly expressed by the slow and heavy metrical form.23
The overall metrical ratios of Clytemnestra's anapestic system in
Agamemnon (Ag. 1462-1576) are not much different from the norm, but
there are some passages within her anapests which show significant
choice of patterns for emphasis. Most noticeable are the striking dactylic runs at lines 1525-27 (describing Agamemnon's killing of Iphigeneia) and lines 1552-54 (describing Clytemnestra's killing of Agamemnon). Broadhead has noted Aeschylus' general preference for avoiding
more than one dactyl within a dimeter, since two dactyls will tend to
give the line a dactylic shape rather than an anapestic one.24 But in
these two passages, Aeschylus seems intentionally to have broken this
rule. In lines 1525-27,

akk'et6v EXToV6t''Evog acQ0Ev
iv roXvxXavXwnv

'I4LYEveLav avatLa 8Q&oag
aiLa naaoXcwv{Yieviv 'AILbov....

we have an unbroken sequence of no fewer than seven dactylic metra,
three of the form DS on each side surrounding a metron of the form DD
in the middle (where Iphigeneia is named). The overlap 'IPLyeveLav
avaC La, failing to observe the usual diaeresis between anapestic metra,
helps to create the rhythm and flow that one might expect from dactylic
hexameters or lyric dactyls; nothing could be further from anapestic
23Asnotedin n. 16 above,Griffithexcludesthese lines as melicanapests,as does F
Kussmahly, Beobachtungen zum Prometheus des Aeschylus (Progr. Berlin 1888) 8. Lines

922-30 of this passageare indeedmarkedby Doric a-forms and a proceleusmaticat the
end insteadof the usual paroemiac;but it would be betterto view these lines as transitionalratherthanas trulymelic, since they strictlyobservemetrondiaeresis(unlikemelic
anapests)andtheircontiguityto the chorus'unquestionablyrecitativelines 918-21invites
us to see the passage as a continuousdevelopmentof thought. See the discussions of
H. D. Broadhead,ThePersae of Aeschylus(Cambridge1960)287,and A. M. Dale, The
LyricMetresof GreekDrama2(Cambridge1968)54. Even if we do regardthese anapests
as melic, this does not explain the preponderanceof SS, since no one has yet demonstratedthat melic anapestsfeatureratios of metrontypes differentfrom recitativeanapests. Indeed,the distinctionbetween "recitative"and "melic"maybe overplayed:what
is usually called "recitative"mightbetter be viewed as a "reducedmelodic"form, as
recently argued by G. Nagy, Pindar's Homer: The Lyric Possession of an Epic Past

(Baltimore1990)45-49.
24Broadhead(note 23 above) 285.
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dimeters. Although shorter, the dactylic run is even more striking in
lines 1552-54, from Clytemnestra's next speech, picking up where she
left off in 1529:
TO1T-

tgQogi?L6o)V

xatJUteoe
ev
xaTOave,xal xataOaioCE0
oiX Uto6xXavud)v TCoe o'XRV, ....
Most significant is line 1553, a dimeter consisting entirely of dactyls
(DDDD), a rare form not elsewhere found in Aeschylus.25 Fraenkel
notes that the dactylic rhythm is highlighted by the Homeric forms
xa&jJIeo and xaTcOve, and the epic word XauvO0[v.26 Even more
clearly than in lines 1525-27, we see the dactyls associated with death,
and the repeated xaxa-prefix suggests the intuitive idea that the dactyl
represents falling.
However, after the adversative akX' in line 1555, we see a complete
change of rhythm, with no dactyls at all in the remaining lines, but a
strongly anapestic sequence:
&X1' 'IL?yeveL& VLV&aJ7taicoL

0vy&rlQ,ObgXQ/I,
jraTeQ' a&vItoaoa AtQOg
cOXiJVOQOV
nJ6QO[E?vIi'aUXEv
JzEgi XeQiga Pakovoa (LktiXoe.

(Ag. 1555-59)

The passage interweaves AA, SA, and AS, with overlap being used in
lines 1555 (SAAA), 1557 (AAAA), and in the anapestic paroemiac 1559
- -) to create a sense of flow reminiscent of melic anapests.
( -------Iphigeneia, whose passive death had previously been described amid
falling dactyls, is here treated as a character very much alive in the
Underworld: the verbal energy of the all-anapestic dimeter in line 1557
rhythmically evokes the image of the young girl running up to meet her
father. This anapestic dominance is continued in Clytemnestra's final
speech (1567-76), where dactyls are rare and unemphatic,27 and the
25The one other case of such a line known to me in all of Greek tragedy is Euripides, Hipp. 1361, which is followed by yet another DD metron (for a run of three).
26E. Fraenkel, Aeschylus: Agamemnon (Oxford 1950) III, 734. Augments are not
normally dropped in anapests. Fraenkel also notes that xXavu0ot6is not elsewhere used in
tragedy, and thus has a distinctly epic flavor.
27There are only three DS metra in Ag. 1567-76 (at 18%, about half the usual
frequency). We do not see more than one dactyl in any given line in this passage, and with
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form SA is most common (at 41%,twice its frequency in the rest of
Agamemnon). Since the dactyls have appeared in lines 1525-27 and
1552-54 as a leitmotif evoking the cycle of death and murderousrevenge, it is appropriatethat Clytemnestraavoidthem in 1567-76,where
she expressly voices the wish that the cycle should now cease. The
emphaticshift in metricaltempo and rhythm,which begins at line 1555
and continues into the next speech, underscoresthe rhetoricalshift at
this point away from confrontationwith the chorus over the past and
toward Clytemnestra'shopes for a future when the accounts will be
balanced and the bloodshed at an end.28
This use of significantruns of a single metricalpatternis not limited to actors' anapests. There are at least two highly visible cases of
this phenomenonin the anapestic parodos of Agamemnon,the first at
its opening (Ag. 40-43):
6ExaTov [?V ?TogT66' ?e't HnLQaovU
ityag

avTi6Lxog

Mev?Xaog ava

968''AyatE!voWv,
68L06vov AL6Oev xai 68OX1,7jTQoV....

The anapestic characterof the parodos is strongly established by the
runof four AA metraat the beginning,interruptedonly with the naming
of Agamemnon,whichwith its dactylicrhythm(/6' 'AyaX|iltvov)marks
an emphatic reversal and stands out markedly from the otherwise
purely anapestic context (continuedin the next line). By breakingthe
anapestic rhythm, the name acquires a special resonance. We see a
similar phenomenonwith the first namingof Agamemnon'swife and
counterpart,Clytemnestra(Ag. 83-86):
oVi6, Tvvba&eo
O6vyaTcQ,plaoikLca

Kkv'TarilnoTQa,

Ti XQEog;
Ti vEov;Ti 6' enalaeooEvT,
TLvog ayyeias

...;

the exceptionof the monometerline 1568,there are always at least two anapestsin any
line containinga dactyl, thus emphasizingthe anapesticcharacterof the verse here.
28Criticshave sometimesseen a shift in the characterof the dialogueat aboutthis
point, as Clytemnestracomes to recognizethe primacyof the family'sdestinyin events.
See, for instance,G. J. P O'Daly,"Clytemnestraand the Elders:DramaticTechniquein
Aeschylus, Agamemnon1372-1576,"MH 42 (1985)5-9. However,I would place the
actual turning-pointat 1555,as argued,ratherthan at 1552.
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Here at the beginning of the third major section of the parodos,29 the
purely anapestic rhythm of the opening is resumed, to be interrupted
only by the name Clytemnestra. The metron in which the queen is
named takes the form AS, and is thus less disruptive of the anapestic
context than Agamemnon's naming in line 42, but it still stands as the
only metron not fully anapestic in a context of six other metra all of
which take the form AA.30 Of course, both names have to interrupt
their contexts, because they cannot take an anapestic shape. But Aeschylus without doubt did wish to give them special emphasis by embedding them within otherwise purely anapestic contexts.
Having established that Aeschylus did select metrical patterns for
literary purposes, particularly (though not exclusively) in the actors'
anapests, let us consider whether this may be the case with the anapests
of Prometheus Bound. As we have observed, one of its principal noteworthy features is the high proportion of SS and low proportion of AA
relative to the other works of Aeschylus. But much of this is due to the
tumultuous exchange between Prometheus and Hermes in the exodos,
where we see 24% of the metra with the form SS, and only 6% with the
form AA;31 this is indeed quite striking, since AA is usually more than
twice as common as SS in Aeschylus. We also observe the same tendency, to a lesser degree, in the earlier anapests of Prometheus (14%SS,
12%AA).32 As we have seen before, a preference for spondees gives the
verse a special gravity and seriousness, such as befits the cosmic conflict enacted here, and coming into sharpest confrontation in the exo29The parodos appears to be structured around 6Exacov !/v ETOgx66' ..
(40),
6 ... (72), and oa 6& ... (83). For the coordination of the first two terms, see
iJeiCLg
Fraenkel (note 26 above) II, 27. oir 6 ... can only work a, an additional term parallel to
/LE5S 6.....
30In addition, we should note that the anapestic run is prepared for by an AAparoemiac in 82, and closed by a SA-paroemiac in 87. Accordingly, there are no disruptive
DS, SS, or DD metra anywhere in this strongly anapestic period.
31The heavily spondaic character of this exchange is reinforced by two of the four
paroemiacs taking the SS form. Note also the four consecutive SS metra in 1075-77. The
exodos compared to the rest of the play in terms of SS and AA yields X2 = 8.31 (with two
degrees of freedom), for a probability of less than 2% that its deviation could be due to
random sampling error. Despite their marked difference from the rest of the play, Prometheus' and Hermes' anapests here amount to 83 metra, constituting well over onethird of all the anapestic metra in the play; they are thus quite significant in their impact on
the composite figures for Prometheus Bound.
32Here again, the spondaic character is reinforced by three out of the six paroemiacs being of the SS type.
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dos. It is significant that the anapests of Ocean and Io (characters not
directly involved in the conflict) do not exhibit the same preference, but
a more normal proportion (10% SS, 18%AA), as do those of the chorus
(8% SS, 17% AA).
The other aspect of Prometheus' anapests which has drawn attention is the preference for SA over DS as the primary metron form. This
preference seems to be distributed over most of the play33 with the
exception of Hermes' anapests (22% SA, 37.5% DS) and the chorus'
(25% SA, 33% DS). However, I am not persuaded that much significance should be attached to this, given that the figures for Prometheus
Bound in proportional terms are fairly close (31%SA, 26% DS), as they
are for Persians (28% SA, 30% DS) and Suppliants (24% SA, 30% DS).
Indeed, the wide range of figures that we see within Oresteia (with
Choephoroe at 18% SA, 44% DS and Eumenides at 25% SA, 33% DS)
should make us suspicious of the idea that Aeschylus necessarily used
these in a fixed and reliable proportion.34 Indeed, we cannot rule out the
possibility that the ratios for SA and DS in Prometheus are merely due
to sampling error.35Even if we accept that the seeming preference for
SA in Prometheus was not accidental, it could be because SA (with its
spondaic opening) seemed heavier and more ponderous, thus fitting the
play's overall mood; it is noteworthy that the anapestic system with the
highest concentration of DS in Aeschylus is the hopeful and excited
kommos of Choephoroe,36 suggesting that DS was sometimes felt to

330ne can note that there seems to be somewhat more SA in the first half of the
play (up to line 565), whereas SA and DS are about even in the second half. But I am not
sure that this is of any significance.
34There is a total difference of 18%(25%-18% for SA, 44%-33% for DS) between
the figures for Choephoroe and Eumenides, as opposed to a difference of only 7% (31%28% for SA, 30%-26% for DS) between the figures for Prometheus and Persians, 10%
between Prometheus and Suppliants, or 13% between Prometheus and Eumenides. Indeed, Choephoroe reveals a 14% difference relative to the closest play of Aeschylus
(Agamemnon) and is further from all the other plays than Prometheus is.
35X2 = 6.14, with two degrees of freedom, for SA and DS in Prometheus, yielding a
probability of random sampling error near 5%-the borderline figure in statistical analysis. To put this in perspective, at least four of the 90 plays Aeschylus wrote might have
had this ratio of SA and DS, or an even more divergent one, merely due to chance and
independent of any contextual factors.
36SA and DS are roughly equal in the anapests of the first part of the kommos, but
after Choe. 372, we see a decided shift to DS, which accounts for 14 out of 24 metra (58%),
as opposed to no SA or SS. When compared to the rest of Choephoroe, X2 = 11.02 (with
four degrees of freedom), giving a probability of less than 2% that this is due to random
sampling error. This striking dactylic movement comes at the point when the siblings'
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give the verse a lighter and more active texture, quite out of keeping
with the static character of Prometheus Bound.
In sum, there is nothing in Prometheus Bound's selection of metron types which is inconsistent with Aeschylus' demonstrable technique of significant patterning; on the contrary, there is much here that
resembles Aeschylus' technique. To the extent that the play's patterns
differ from the "normal" percentages for each metron type, it can be
linked with contextual factors. The question remains whether this kind
of significant patterning in the anapests was also employed by the other
tragedians or was distinctively Aeschylean. One finds some evidence
for it in the actors' anapests of Sophocles: in Heracles' deus ex machina
at the end of Philoctetes (Phil. 1409-17, 1449-51), we observe a heavy
concentration of SS and very little use of dactyls (33% SS, 6% DS).37
The same pattern can also be found in the anapestic dialogue surrounding the entrance of the agonized Heracles in Trach. 974-1003 (28% SS,
9% DS). As in Aeschylus, the spondee gives a sense of gravity and
laborious movement, as opposed to the dactyl, which is perhaps the
lightest of the three feet (and thus to be avoided in contexts like these).
What is perhaps most striking about Sophocles, however, is that these
two short passages (18 metra and 46 metra respectively) are the only
clear cases of such significant patterning, even though Sophocles uses
actors' anapests more extensively than Aeschylus. Euripides, who uses
actors' anapests even more than Sophocles, offers no example of an
entire speech or system with abnormally high proportions of a single

prayermakes contact with Agamemnonand they are filled with an active resolve to
avenge his death. In this regard,the dactyls bear the same overtoneswe perceivedin
Clytemnestra'samoebaeanin Agamemnon(particularlyAg. 1525-27 and 1552-54), reflecting the cycle of death and revenge, which is now being renewed.That Choe. 372
marksa criticaltransitionpoint in the kommosis also indicatedby the structureof lyric
stanzas:the three strophicsets of Choe. 315-71are interwoven,andafterthe anapestsof
Choe. 372-79 a new sequence of three strophicsets is introduced,interwovenamong
each other in exactly the same order. W. C. Scott, Musical Design in Aeschylean Theater

(Hanover1984)88-89 notes thatthis new sequenceinitiatesthe movementtowarda more
persistentanduniformmetricalpattern,as opposedto the shiftingvarietyof metersin the
firstgroupof threestrophesandantistrophes.Indeed,the dactylicpatternsin stropheand
antistrophereinforcewhat we observe in the anapestsafter Choe. 372.
37Thiscompareswith 15%SS and 23%DS for Philoctetes as a whole (Griffith's
figures),whichis fairlyrepresentativeof the generaltendencyin Sophocles.Comparedto
the rest of Philoctetes,there is only a 2.5%probabilityof the SS and DS ratiosin Heracles' lines being random(X2= 7.61,with two degrees of freedom).
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TABLE2. Types of Anapestic Metrain Sophocles' Ajax and Euripides'Medea
SA

DS

SS

AS

AA DD SD

No. of
metra

X2 Prob.

84
54

2.09 70%
3.53 50%
2.02

70%

8.12
1.52
3.12
6.74
3.72

9%
80%
55%
15%
45%

Ajax

Chorus
27% 18% 11% 21% 23% 0% 0%
7
17 20 0
0
Tecmessa,201-62 26 30
Teucer, 1402-7

37

11

7

15

26

4

0

27

TOTAL

28

21

9

19

22

1

0

165

35
31
29
20
38

39
28
35
27
18

6
3
8
20
15

5
14
12.5 16
17
12
27
7
12
9

1
9
0
0
6

0
0
0
0
3

83
32
104
15
34

32

32

8

13

2

0

268

Medea
Chorus
Medea, 96-167
Nurse, 98-172
Medea, 1391-1404
Jason, 1389-1414
TOTAL

12

metron type.38 At most, one finds a couple of lines where there may be
emphatic runs of a single metron (as in Hipp. 1361-62, where DDDD is
followed by DDDS, accenting Hippolytus' lament, or in Med. 1412-14,
where Jason's lament is concluded with four consecutive SA metra and
a SA-paroemiac).
For reasons of space, I am not giving detailed breakdowns for all
the plays of Sophocles and Euripides, but in Table 2 1 record the metron
frequencies for various parts of Ajax and Medea, the extant plays of
each author which feature the most use of both choral and actors'
anapests. In addition, I have calculated chi-squares for each section
relative to the play as a whole, along with the probabilities of the distributions being due to random variation (in performing this calculation,
metra of the type DD or SD were counted with DS, to avoid the statistical distortion possible with extremely small categories). As can be

380ne can note that the climactic anapestic dialogue of Jason and Medea (Med.
1389-1414) features a proportion of SS (16%)which is twice as high as in the play overall
(8%), and lower proportions of AA (8%) and DS (20%), as opposed to 13% and 32%
respectively in the play as a whole. But the percentage differences are still fairly low and
the sample small; this is certainly not as striking as what we find either in Aeschylus or
Prometheus, or even sometimes in Sophocles. As noted in Table 2, the overall chi-square
for Jason and Medea here does not yield statistically significant results.
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TABLE3. Types of AnapesticMetra(Choral)
SA
Aesch. Pers.

DS

SS
14%

AS

AA

DD

SD

AD

No. of
metra

27%

31%

17%

1%

1%

0%

182

Suppl.
Ag.

24
20

29
33

6
4

16
11

20
28

3
2

0
1

1
1

86
168

Choe.

18

44

8

12

18

0

0

1

101

TOTAL

23

34

8

11

21

2

0

1

554

Prom. Bound
Prom. Unbound

25
24

33
29

8
10

17
14

17
24

0
0

0
0

0
0

24
21

Soph. Ajax
Ant.

27
30

18
24

11
11

21
15

23
19

0
0

0
1

0
0

84
107

Eur. Medea
Hecuba

35
42

39
23

6
3

5
18

14
13

1
2

0
0

0
0

83
101

9%

seen, no section reaches the threshold of 5% probability customarily
required for establishing statistical significance; only the choral passages in Medea even come close, but this is largely due to their low
figure for AS, which seems unlikely to have been intentional marking.
The picture is not much different for the other plays of Sophocles
and Euripides. Readers other than myself may be able to locate something significant in the figures for different sections of their plays. Except for the cases mentioned, I cannot. Accordingly, my conclusion is
that significant anapestic patterning was most important in the work of
Aeschylus. To the extent that one believes such patterning to exist in
the anapests of Prometheus Bound, as I have argued that it does, this
play is more likely to be Aeschylean than the work of a later poet. If the
technique of anapestic patterning was unfamiliar to Euripides and used
only sparingly even by Sophocles, it seems improbable that it would be
practiced by an otherwise unknown tragedian with the degree of skill
which we see in Prometheus' exodos.
We typically see less patterning in choral anapests, and where we
do see it, it is either a direct result of choral interaction with a dramatic
character (as in Pers. 918-30 or Choe. 372-478) or it is limited to a few
significant lines (as in Ag. 40-43, 83-86). Choral anapests may therefore be more reliable as the indicator of an author's normative prefer-
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ences than actors' anapests, particularly in the work of Aeschylus,
where as we have seen, every system of actors' anapests is somehow
marked. Although the two passages of choral anapests in Prometheus
Bound are brief (24 metra in all), they are relatively unmarked in emotional terms and thus may be a good barometer of the author's natural
tendencies. It is striking that these two passages, along with the three
anapestic fragments from Prometheus Unbound (frag. 190-92),39 reveal
ratios of metron selection which almost exactly match those for the
other plays of Aeschylus, as is shown by Table 3.
Indeed, Choephoroe is the Aeschylean play which stands out
here, because of its high dactylic percentage (44% DS) related, as we
have seen, to contextual factors; the figure of 15% SS in Persians may
also be to a lesser extent contextually related, as is the figure of 28% AA
in Agamemnon. Otherwise, the figures for choral anapests in the plays
of Aeschylus are remarkably consistent and correspond closely with
the two Prometheus-plays. For comparison, I have included figures for
the two plays of both Sophocles and Euripides which contain substantial choral anapests. It can readily be seen that the figures for the Prometheus-plays match Aeschylus better than the other two playwrights,
although the wide variation in figures between the two plays of Euripides should give us some hesitation about assuming that an author's
technique is necessarily consistent.40 What one does typically find in
the anapests of Sophocles, both choral and actors', is a tendency to
prefer SA over DS;41 characteristic of Euripides is slightly less use of
SS and AA than in the other two tragedians.42 In all these regards, the
choral anapests of Prometheia fit in best with Aeschylus, although the
samples are too small to be of much probative value.

390n the necessary connectionof the two Prometheus-plays,see n. 7 above.
40Thetotal figuresfor eight plays of Euripides,as recordedby Griffith(note 1
above) 69 suggest that the differencebetween Medea and Hecuba may to some extent
have been a matterof chronologicaldevelopment,with Euripidestendingto favor SA
more heavily in his later work.
41 Based on the figuresin Griffith(note 1 above)69 we see a rangeof 22%-35%for
SA in Sophocles (with an overallaverageof 29%),a rangeof 13%-29%for DS (with an
overallaverageof 23%).
42Againbased on the figuresin Griffith,one finds a range of 3%-10%for SS in
Euripides(with an overall averageof 6.7%)and a range of 13%-21%for AA (with an
overallaverageof 15%).
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III. CLAUSULAR PAROEMIACS
Griffith also examines the types of paroemiacs used in Prometheus
Bound, and notes preferences which are quite different from the norm.
Based on my own counts, I present the evidence in Table 4. Although
Prometheus' most favored paroemiac (SA/ - - - -) is indeed the one most
favored in Aeschylus generally, it uses this form to an even greater
degree than the other plays and also shows a strong tendency to use the
paroemiac SS/- - - -, perhaps the least favored of the five major types
(although at 32%, Persians approaches the 40% figure for Prometheus).
It is not clear that we can really conclude much from this, given that the
total number of paroemiacs tabulated for each play (and particularly for
Prometheus, with only 15) is so small.43 The clausular nature and emphatic position of the paroemiacs may make them especially important
for conscious patterning: it therefore should not surprise us that the
paroemiacs reinforce the tendency to give this play's anapests a spondaic emphasis, as we have observed in our discussion of the metron
types. Indeed, the SS-paroemiacs are concentrated in precisely those
portions of the play's anapests which we have observed with a higher
than average frequency of SS-metra-the
exchange between Prometheus and Hermes in the exodos (lines 1040-93, where two of the four
paroemiacs are SS), and Prometheus' amoebaean exchange with the
chorus (lines 136-92, where three of the four paroemiacs are SS).
Less easy to explain is Prometheus' exceptionally high percentage
of paroemiac overlap (i.e., lack of full diaeresis between the two halves
of the paroemiac). This tendency toward overlap cannot be attributed
merely to carelessness or lack of skill on the part of the play's author,
since the general practice of overlap between the metra of anapestic
dimeters is if anything more restrained in Prometheus Bound than in
either Agamemnon or Choephoroe.44 Paroemiacs in tragedy have al43Percentages of paroemiac types seem not to be at all reliable for authenticity
purposes. Using the figures which Griffith (note 1 above) 73 records for Sophocles and
Euripides, we find a range of 0% to 50% for the SA-paroemiac in Sophocles, 14%to 57%
in Euripides, and of 25% to 71% for the SS-paroemiac in Sophocles, 14% to 67% in
Euripides.
44L. Parker, "Some Observations on the Incidence of Word-End in Anapestic
Paroemiacs and its Application to Textual Questions," CQ 8 (1958) 89 counts only four
one-syllable overlaps in Prometheus, Suppliants, Seven, Eumenides, and Persians combined, as opposed to thirteen in Agamemnon and four in Choephoroe. Griffith (note 1
above) 70-71 finds the two-syllable overlap [kiEtyXWaootg in PV 172 very disturbing. This
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TABLE4. Types of Clausular Paroemiacs in Aeschylus
No. of
paroemiacs

% with
overlap

10%
15
33
20
18

20
13
27
20
11

25%
38%
37%
35%
18%

19

21

91

32%

7

7

15

80%

SA

DS

SS

AS

AA

Pers.
Suppl.
Ag.
Choe.
Eum.

25%
23
26
35
27

20%
23
19
25
18

30%
15
4
5
9

15%
23
19
15
27

TOTAL

27

21

12

PV

47

0

40

ways been regarded as more amenable to overlap than anapestic dimeters, and in some contexts we find that the poet elects to use it quite
extensively, as in Prometheus Bound (twelve out of fifteen paroemiacs),45 in the Agamemnon parodos (five out of nine paroemiacs), or in
Sophocles' Electra (six out of seven paroemiacs).46 This may in part be
due to the general tendency of SS-paroemiacs to utilize overlap (perhaps to break up the monotony of four successive long syllables);47 it is
no surprise that both Prometheus and Sophocles' Electra feature heavy
use of this particular paroemiac. But beyond this factor, the seeming
preference for paroemiac overlap which we find in these plays may
reflect a desire to emphasize the paroemiac as a single continuous met-

is rare, paralleledonly in frag. 192.4Nauck (from Unbound)and in Sophocles, Tr.985
(whichGriffithtries to dismissas "lyric,"despitecountingthese lines as recitativeearlier
in his study). We shouldconsiderthe possibilitythatPV 172is a line intentionallystructuredwithan odd metricalshapefor literaryeffect, since Prometheusis hererejectingthe
efficacy of Zeus' persuasive rhetoric (xati i' ouTIL tEXLyX,ooooLg ?tE0ovg/eijaoLb6loLv
OX,el .. ..). Thejarringbreakin metricalform itself effects the loss of language'susual

powers of charmand magicalpotency.
45The same tendency did not necessarily characterizeUnbound.The one paroemiac we have from this play (XCakaxo 3TQoXoaxLg
[t'] &vacnaEL = frag. 192.6 Nauck)
does not have overlap,if we delete the T', as virtuallyall editors do.
46Thefiguresgivenin Griffith(note 1above)73 show thatSophoclesgenerallyuses
more overlapin paroemiacsthan Aeschylus, but uses it far more in Electra than in any
otherplay (althoughat 60%,Ajaxis also high).The smallnumberof paroemiacsand the
amountof variationfromplay to play (rangingfrom29%in Oedipusat Colonusto 86%in
Electra) suggests that this is not a useful index for authenticity.
47 Six out of eleven SS-paroemiacsin the otherplays of Aeschylushaveoverlap,as
opposed to a generaloverlapfrequencybetween 18%and 36%.
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rical unit rather than as a catalectic dimeter. However we explain these
overlaps, the variations evident in the paroemiacs of all three tragedians
and the small statistical samples involved make it difficult to use paroemiacs as a reliable criterion of authenticity.
Our argument has been that contextual factors play a decisive role
in determining such phenomena as anapestic period length, metron
type-selection, and selection of paroemiacs. Accordingly, raw statistical tables, such as those employed by Griffith, are by themselves inadequate for assessing authenticity. Statistical analysis must make use of
appropriate tests for random variation. Even more importantly, we
must also examine how metrical phenomena are employed, differentiating between actor and chorus, taking note of conscious metrical patterning within a specific context or within the speech of a certain character, and moreover attuning our ears to the ever-modulating tempos
and sonorities of language which it is the function of metrical form to
shape. In these terms, I have tried to show that Aeschylus is in fact the
most self-conscious and adroit of the three tragedians (at least in regard
to anapestic usage), and that Prometheus' sophisticated use of anapests
accords better with his technique than with that of the others. While
this is far from constituting absolute proof of the play's authenticity, I
hope that my arguments at least would give some pause to those who
feel that the play's un-Aeschylean authorship has already been proven
by metrical statistics.
To be sure, there are many other metrical and stylistic arguments
which have been made against Prometheus Bound. What is most impressive about Griffith's work is its cumulative impact, ferreting out
deviations from Aeschylean "norms" in area after area. But as I have
suggested, our whole concept of what constitutes a "norm" may need
rethinking. Studies have shown that factors of context and conscious
technique also played a part in lyric meters48 and the iambic trimeter.49
However, the impact of these factors for the Prometheus-question has
48See, for example, J. N. Rash, Meter and Language in the Lyrics of the Suppliants of Aeschylus (New York 1981); Scott (note 36 above) 22-133; C. Chiasson, "Lecythia and the Justice of Zeus in Aeschylus' Oresteia," Phoenix 42 (1988) 1-21.
49Although this issue has not yet been studied much in regard to Aeschylus' use of
the trimeter, one may compare M. D. Olcott, "Metrical Variations in the Iambic Trimeter
as a Function of Dramatic Technique in Sophocles' Philoctetes and Ajax," (Diss. Stanford
University 1974), and Dia M. L. Philippides, The Iambic Trimeter of Euripides: Selected
Plays (New York 1981)47-108.
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been neglected. For instance, could the dactylo-epitrites in PV 526-44
and 887-900, unique in Aeschylus, have somehow reflected the influence of Pindar, so visibly identified with this meter and apparently a
major influence on Prometheus' plot and description of Aetna's eruption (PV 351-72)?50 Could Prometheus' striking non-observance of
verse-end (as reflected in its high use of Sophoclean enjambment, interlinear hiatus, and final monosyllables)51 have something to do with the
chained Titan's noted eXEv0oeoorotia (PV 180)-his one means of transcending the bonds which hold him in place? Such questions cannot be
answered without further study. But until they are, it would be highly
premature to conclude on stylometric grounds that Prometheus Bound
cannot be the work of Aeschylus.
The external evidence in favor of the play's authenticity remains
overwhelming,52 and neither Griffith nor anyone else has yet presented
a convincing account of how a Prometheus-play by another fifth-century tragedian could come to be identified as Aeschylus'.53 The burden
of scholarly proof must therefore rest with those who would argue that
Prometheus' metrical deviations cannot have been due to contextual
factors or conscious experimentation, but must have been the pure
50ForThemis'prophecyconcerningZeus' possible overthrowin I. 8.31-45 as the
probablesourcefor Prometheus'prophecy,see L. R. Farnell,The Worksof Pindar(London 1932)I, 287-88 andII, 379-80; G. Norwood,Pindar(Berkeley1945)259,n. 20; J. H.
Finley,Jr., "Pindarand the Persian Invasion," HSCP 63 (1958)128-29; A. Kohnken,
"Godsand Descendantsof Aiakosin Pindar'sEighthIsthmianOde,"BICS 22 (1975)3334, n. 19; V. di Benedetto, L' ideologia delpotere e la tragedia greca (Torino 1978) 72; M.

Griffith,Aeschylus:PrometheusBound (Cambridge1983)224, 251;Said (note 2 above)
190, n. 25; L. M. Slatkin, "The Wrathof Thetis," TAPA116(1986)12, n. 30; T. K.
Hubbard,"TwoNotes on the Mythof Aeacus in Pindar,"GRBS28 (1987)12-13. For the
influenceof Pindar'sdescriptionof Aetna's eruptionin P. 1.15-28, see M. Griffith,"Aeschylus, Sicily and Prometheus,"in R. D. Dawe, ed., Dionysiaca:Nine Studiesin Greek
Poetry (Cambridge1978)118-20. On both points, see also West (note 2 above) 147.
5' For the evidence on these features,which seem to be the most troublingaspect
of Prometheus' trimeter usage, see C. J. Herington, The Author of the Prometheus Bound

(Austin1970)37-40, 46-49, and Griffith(note 1 above)87-91, 96-101.
52Thisis surveyedby Herington(note 51 above) 17-20, and again in rev. Griffith
(note 1 above), AJP 100(1979)421-24.
53As we have noted (note 7 above), Griffithis particularlyunsatisfactoryin attemptingto separatePrometheusBoundfromthe rest of the trilogy.0. Taplin,"TheTitle
of PrometheusDesmotes,"JHS 95 (1975)185-86, has arguedthatthe epiclesisDesmotes
and all other such epicleses were Alexandrian,makingit quite easy for differentPrometheus-playsto be confused. But I believe that this argumenthas been well refutedby
West (note 2 above) 131.
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reflex of unconscious and distinctively individual preferences. The
present essay suggests that this may be impossible to prove, particularly in the case of so self-conscious an artist as Aeschylus.
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